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ABSTRACT
As part of a larger e†ort to understand how binary and single stars form from the collapse of magne-
tized molecular cloud cores, we perform a global stability analysis of isopedically magnetized, singular
isothermal disks (SIDs). The work described here has precedents in earlier studies of disturbances in
power-law disks by Zang in 1976, Toomre in 1977, Lynden-Bell & Lemos in 1993, Syer & Tremaine in
1996, and Goodman & Evans in 1999. We Ðnd the analytic criteria for the bifurcation of axisymmetric
disks into nonaxisymmetric forms with azimuthal periodicities m\ 1 (eccentric displacements), 2 (oval
distortions), 3 (triangular distortions), etc. These bifurcations, which occur at zero frequency, are the
compressible and di†erentially rotating analogs of how the classical sequence of incompressible and uni-
formly rotating Maclaurin spheroids bifurcate (secularly, under dissipative forces) to become Dedekind
ellipsoids with Ðgure axes that remain Ðxed in space. Like Syer & Tremaine and Lynden-Bell & Lemos,
we also Ðnd that zero-frequency logarithmic spirals are possible scale-free disturbances, but our interpre-
tation of the existence of such steadily propagating wavetrains is di†erent. We give a dynamical insta-
bility interpretation based on the onset of swing ampliÐcation by overreÑection at the corotation circle
of prograde spiral density waves the pattern speeds of which have nonzero and positive values. Our
analysis yields identical instability criteria as the global normal-modes treatment of Goodman & Evans,
and we tentatively also identify dynamical barred-spiral instabilities as the ““ breathing mode ÏÏ limit of
two-armed ordinary-spiral instabilities. We prove a general ““ reciprocity theorem,ÏÏ which states that the
overreÑection factors are identical for spiral density waves launched from cavities interior or exterior to
Q-barriers that straddle the corotation circle. This globally valid result supports a unifying interpreta-
tion, advocated for many years by C. C. Lin and his colleagues (see, e.g., work by Bertin & Lin) : the
coexistence of spiral structure in galaxies arising from the instability of internal normal modes in the
combined star/gas disk or from driving by external tidal inÑuences associated with the chance passages
of companion bodies.
Subject headings : circumstellar matter È galaxies : spiral È hydrodynamics È instabilities È
solar system: formation
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Previous Work
Since MestelÏs (1963) pioneering study of singular isother-
mal disks (SIDs) and their relatives, a growing astrophysical
interest has arisen, in both the star-formation and galactic-
structure communities, in the dynamics of self-gravitating
conÐgurations with radial proÐles of surface density & or
volume density o that are power laws in cylindrical radius -
or spherical radius r, i.e., in systems that are scale-free. The
potential applications range from the structure of barred
and spiral galaxies (see, e.g., Bertin & Lin 1996) to the light
cusps seen in the nuclei of galaxies (see, e.g., Crane et al.
1993) to the formation and collapse of cloud cores in the
birth of stars and planetary systems (see, e.g., Shu et al.
1999).
Self-similar equilibria and collapses have been studied in
two and three spatial dimensions, usually but not always
with the simplifying assumption of axial symmetry. Thus,
Shu (1977) considered the self-similar gravitational collapse
of the gaseous, singular isothermal sphere (SIS with
o P r~2). Toomre (1982) and Hayashi, Narita, & Miyama
(1982) constructed, respectively, self-consistent, axisym-
metric, three-dimensional (i.e., unÑattened) equilibria of
““ isothermal ÏÏ stellar and gaseous systems with Ñat rotation
curves (with o P r~2 times a function of colatitude h).
Baureis, Ebert, & Schmitz (1989) generalized the non-
rotating, gaseous SIS to include the e†ect of scale-free
frozen-in magnetic Ðelds. Following a long line of research
on molecular cloud core formation by ambipolar di†u-
sion (e.g., Nakano 1979 ; Lizano & Shu 1989 ; Basu &
Mouschovias 1994), Li & Shu (1996) argued that the pro-
cess naturally tends to produce pivotal states just before
dynamical collapse in which the central regions acquire
mass-to-Ñux ratios that are constant and have the density
distributions of singular isothermal toroids [SITs with
o P r~2R(h) where R(h) vanishes at the poles], thereby un-
knowingly reproducing and extending the results of Baureis
et al.
A breakthrough was achieved recently in this Ðeld by
Syer & Tremaine (1996), who obtained semianalytic
descriptions of nonaxisymmetric equilibria for completely
Ñattened (razor-thin) power-law disks. Unfortunately, their
method is unsystematic with regard to Ðnding nonlinear
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equilibria of nonaxisymmetric form. By utilizing KalnajsÏs
(1971) formulation of density-potential pairs decomposed as
logarithmic spirals to describe all disturbances, it also
obscures the physical di†erences between aligned (i.e.,
nonspiral) and unaligned (i.e., spiral) perturbations. Part of
the purpose of the present series of papers is to supplement
the analysis of Syer & Tremaine by introducing alternative
calculational techniques in the special case of a singular
isothermal disk where the equilibrium surface density
&P -~1.
Self-gravitating disturbances of a barlike or spiral-like
form, driven either internally or externally to the system,
have long been regarded as important for the inward trans-
port of mass and the outward transport of angular momen-
tum in disk galaxies and planetary rings (e.g., Toomre 1969 ;
Shu 1970 ; Lynden-Bell & Kalnajs 1972 ; Huntley, Sanders,
& Roberts 1978 ; Goldreich & Tremaine 1978, 1979). They
have been hypothesized (e.g., Laughlin, Korchagin, &
Adams 1998) to be equally important in the early evolution
of the protoplanetary disks that have been imaged around
young stellar objects (e.g., Skrutskie et al. 1993 ; Kawabe
et al. 1993 ; Lay et al. 1994). Interstellar magnetic Ðelds
dragged into the disk from the collapse of the star-forming
cloud core would generally complicate the dynamics of such
protoplanetary disks, yielding among other possibilities the
magnetorotational instability (e.g., Balbus & Hawley 1991)
or even magneto-centrifugally driven disk winds (e.g.,
& Pudritz 2000). However, in its e†ect on the modi-Ko nigl
Ðcation of self-gravitating disturbances, the results are easy
to calculate in the case when the disk is isopedically magne-
tized, i.e., when the local mass-to-Ñux ratio j has a spatially
uniform value and when Ðeld-freezing makes j also tempo-
rally constant. If we adopt the isopedic assumption,
together with the model that the Ðeld outside the disk exists
e†ectively in a vacuum (no electrical currents), the theorems
of Shu & Li (1997) allow us to incorporate the e†ects of
frozen-in magnetic Ðelds inside the disk by the simple expe-
dient of rescaling from an unmagnetized disk.
The study of nonaxisymmetric perturbations in the lin-
earized regime can also beneÐt from the adoption of basic
states that are power laws. For example, Zang (1976 ; see the
summary in Toomre 1977) studied the stability properties of
an inÐnitesimally thin axisymmetric disk of stars with a Ñat
rotation curve and uniform velocity dispersion (a stellar-
dynamical SID with &P -~1). On dimensional grounds,
Zang reasoned that no true normal modes were possible
unless modiÐcations (such as central cut-outs) were intro-
duced to break the self-similarity of the SID. Evans & Read
(1998) adopted ZangÏs method to examine discrete,
growing, normal modes in stellar-dynamical disks of
general power-law forms with cut-out centers. In contrast,
Lynden-Bell & Lemos (1991, unpublished, but posted on
the preprint server in 1993) argued that while compressible
disks the equilibria of which are simple power laws prob-
ably have no unstable discrete modes, they do possess a
continuum that becomes unstable simultaneously under
changing conditions of the equilibrium disk. Goodman &
Evans (1999) claimed that discrete normal modes could be
deÐned, even for unmodiÐed gaseous SIDs, provided that
one speciÐes the phase of a postulated reÑection of spiral
waves from the origin. Goodman & Evans derived distinct
criteria for the onset of instability for individual modes,
thereby arriving at conclusions seemingly contradictory to
those reached by Lynden-Bell & Lemos.
1.2. Accomplishments of T his Work
In our analysis, aligned disturbances represent scale-free
and zero-frequency bifurcations to alternative states of
equilibria. These alternative states are in some sense pre-
ferred energetically since they are more compact than their
axisymmetric counterparts ; however, KelvinÏs circulation
theorem prevents their being reached by inviscid evolution
from other states unless the two states have the same ratio
C of circulation to enclosed mass. To the numerical accu-
racy of our calculations, C is very nearly a constant along
the barlike (m\ 2) bifurcation sequence. Thus, in principle,
it is possible to evolve along the sequence, with little or no
redistribution of circulation, as long as one can dissipate the
energy di†erence between the states, which is also relatively
small before the sequence terminates in shock waves (Paper
II, forthcoming, will discuss this). For lack of a better ter-
minology, we shall therefore refer to the aligned bifur-
cations as secular instabilities. The looseness of this
terminology is not critical since the axisymmetric and non-
axisymmetric singular equilibria in all the bifurcation
sequences are unstable to gravitational collapse. Thus, left
on their own, they could never evolve from one unstable
equilibrium to another along a line of relatively weak insta-
bility but would take a much faster dynamical route to yet
more compact states. To reach the nonaxisymmetric equi-
libria realistically would probably require dissipative evolu-
tion from nonsingular states of quasi-magnetostatic
equilibria that have not yet developed density cusps at their
centers. Unlike the corresponding Maclaurin-Jacobi or
Maclaurin-Dedekind bifurcations (see Chandrasekhar
1969), the most important dissipative agent in the star for-
mation context is neither viscosity nor gravitational radi-
ation, but probably ambipolar di†usion or turbulent decay
(see Shu et al. 1999).
In contrast to the aligned disturbances, the unaligned or
spiral disturbances, even at zero frequency, generally
possess a di†erent power-law scaling than the axisymmetric
background (a property recognized explicitly by Syer &
Tremaine 1996). They are the limiting example of a family of
prograde, swing-amplifying (see Goldreich & Lynden-Bell
1965 ; Julian & Toomre 1966 ; Toomre 1969, 1977 ; Mark
1976 ; and Bertin et al. 1989), spiral density waves that are
possible in almost all self-gravitating thin disks. For such
propagating waves to establish a true normal mode (either
growing or not growing secularly in time), they must be able
to reÑect o† the center of the conÐguration (or some other
inner ““ barrier ÏÏ). At zero frequency, the spiral disturbances
assume a logarithmic (or equiangular) pattern. Logarithmic
spiral disturbances take inÐnitely many wavelengths to
reach the origin (a problem already recognized by Zang
1976 ; see also Toomre 1977) ; thus, such disturbances do not
naturally form coherent superpositions of trailing and
leading patterns. To Ðnd spiral normal modes, Zang needed
to cut a ““ hole ÏÏ in his stellar SID, which not only removed a
single logarithmic spiral as an eigenfunction but also intro-
duced a length scale that combined with the velocity scale of
a Ñat rotation curve to deÐne a nonzero wave frequency and
growth rate for a true normal mode (a standing pattern of
unequal leading and trailing spirals).
Goodman & Evans (1999) pointed out that an ingoing
wavetrain, even one containing an inÐnite number of wave-
lengths, has a constant, nonzero, group velocity in an
unmodiÐed SID and reaches the origin in Ðnite time ; there-
fore such a wavetrain cannot simply disappear but must
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reÑect from a trailing-spiral waveform to a leading-spiral
waveform. Unfortunately, this reÑection occurs with an ill-
determined change of phase in power-law disks because the
perturbation surface density contains too strong a singu-
larity as -] 0 (signaling a breakdown of the basic assump-
tions of a linearized stability analysis) for any combination
of leading and trailing spirals to cancel out in superposition
and give a regular solution at the origin. Adopting instead
an arbitrary prescription for the phase relationship between
leading and trailing spirals, Goodman & Evans were able to
show that an unmodiÐed SID could support a discrete spec-
trum of normal modes and to compute the ratios of the
resulting growth rates to pattern speeds given the properties
of the axisymmetric equilibria.
In this paper, we shall resolve the discrepancies between
the disparate viewpoints, not by studying the full problem
of growing-spiral normal-modes that includes reÑections at
inner or outer boundaries, but by studying only the portion
of it that involves wave propagation and ampliÐcation. In
particular, we investigate the swing process that occurs
when leading trailing waves impinge on a corotation circle,
either from the inside or the outside, and transmit and over-
reÑect into trailing spiral waves on either side of corotation
(see, e.g., Mark 1976). For a given equilibrium model and
azimuthal quantum number we Ðnd that wavetrainsmD 0,
of arbitrary (but positive) pattern speed, u/m, have identical
overreÑection factors in SIDs, thus justifying Lynden-Bell
& LemosÏs claim that growth can set in for a continuum of
disturbances simultaneously. However, the presence of a
universal wave ampliÐer does not by itself allow the pres-
ence of normal modes that grow in time. For that to
happen, coherent feedback must occur via reÑecting bound-
ary conditions to establish a resonant cavity (see Fig. 12.4
of Shu 1992). To obtain such reÑections naturally, and not
by Ðat, it is necessary to remove the singularities of the pure
power-law disk, for example, by inner cut-outs that mimic
in a spiral galaxy the e†ects of a transition from disk to
bulge. The ““ quantum condition ÏÏ associated with the cavity
condition then selects a discrete number of pattern speeds
out of the continuum of possibilities for actual coherent
ampliÐcation (see Bertin et al. 1989). Lynden-Bell & Lemos
err, nevertheless, when they conclude that zero-frequency
disturbances do not signal the onset of instability. By taking
u\ 0 before considering perturbations, they move the
corotation circle to inÐnity, where it is unable to take part
in the wave ampliÐcation process. We obtain the opposite
answer when we perform the two limiting operations in a
di†erent order. Indeed, our criterion for the onset of overre-
Ñection makes intimate use of the properties of zero-
frequency disturbances, and it is in precise agreement with
Goodman & EvanÏs criterion for instability from their
normal-modes treatment.
In summary, the resolution of the di†erences of opinion
among Zang, Lynden-Bell & Lemos, and Goodman &
Evans has two sources. Consideration only of the swing
ampliÐcation process across corotation allows simulta-
neous wave growth in power-law disks for a continuum of
disturbances. Consideration also of realistic boundary con-
ditions (not done in this paper) selects from this continuum
of possibilities a discrete spectrum of instabilities involving
normal modes that grow coherently in time (and not just in
space). Indeed, power-law disks provide a powerful vehicle
for cleanly separating the study of the Ðrst element
(propagation and ampliÐcation) from the second (feedback)
since we can treat the global process of swing ampliÐcation
in a whole disk (automatically excluding reÑections at inner
and outer boundaries) rather than in a truncated descrip-
tion involving, say, the approximation of a ““ swinging
sheet ÏÏ (see Goldreich & Lynden-Bell 1965 or Julian &
Toomre 1966).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In ° 2, we
review the equations underlying nonaxisymmetric dis-
turbances in SIDs. In ° 3, we derive the rotation rates at
which axisymmetric SIDs can bifurcate to nonaxisymmetric
forms with aligned Ðgure axes that are Ðxed in space for
arbitrary values of the azimuthal quantum number m. In
° 4, we analyze the properties of spiral density waves with
zero pattern speed. The resulting exact dispersion relation
for logarithmic spirals allows us to Ðnd the rotation rate of
the underlying disk needed to support disturbances of a
particular m-fold symmetry and winding angle. In ° 5, we
consider spiral disturbances with positive pattern speed,
where a single logarithmic spiral no longer contains the
correct spatial variation, and we must solve the governing
linearized equation numerically to obtain the overreÑection
by swing ampliÐcation that occurs when steady wavetrains
interact across a corotation circle. These results motivate
our derivation in ° 6 of a ““ reciprocity theorem.ÏÏ In ° 7, we
give a pictorial depiction of wave propagation, tunneling
and transmission across Q-barriers, and overreÑection by a
time-dependent study of wave packets rather than a time-
independent study of steady wavetrains. Finally, in ° 8, we
give a physical summary of the implications of our work.
2. MAGNETIZED SIDs
We use a cylindrical coordinate system (-, r, z) to
describe an electrically conducting, inÐnitesimally thin, disk
located in the plane z\ 0 and threaded by a magnetic Ðeld
that is assumed to exist for o z o[ 0 as a vacuum Ðeld that
fans out above and below but does not return to the disk.
Because our model disks are supposed to represent, as our
main interest, either idealized versions of molecular cloud
cores or protostellar disks that form during an early stage of
collapse from such cloud cores before much Ñux loss has
occurred, we approximate them to be isopedic, with a
dimensionless ratio j of the mass per unit area &(-, r, t) to
Ñux per unit area (perpendicular component ofB
z
(-, r, t)
the magnetic Ðeld evaluated at z\ 0), measured in units of
(2nG1@2)~1, that is spatially constant :
j \ 2nG1@2 &
B
z
\ const . (1)
For gravitationally bound and physically isolated disks
subject to free boundary conditions, o j oº 1.
In isopedic SIDs, a frozen-in magnetic Ðeld adds no extra
complication to a hydrodynamical treatment. The equa-
tions of motion for the isopedic, isothermal SID are identi-
cal with those of a nonmagnetized disk except for the
transformations (Shu & Li 1997)
a2] #a2, G] vG ,
where v is the dilution factor for self-gravity caused by mag-
netic tension,
v\ 1 [ 1
j2 , (2)
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and # is the enhancement factor for gas pressure caused by
magnetic pressure,
# \ j2] 1 ] 2g2
j2] g2 . (3)
In the above, a is the isothermal sound speed, and g is
deÐned to be the ratio of the horizontal gravitational Ðeld
(in absolute value) to the vertical gravitational Ðeldg
A2nG& (in absolute value) just above or below the disk,
g 4
o g
A
o
2nG&
. (4)
With j º 1, we have 0¹ v¹ 1 and 1 ¹ # ¹ 2. For an
unmagnetized SID, we have v\ 1 and # \ 1.
2.1. Basic Equations
We denote u, j, and as, respectively, the --%
g
\ a2&
component of the Ñuid velocity, the z-component of the
speciÐc angular momentum, and the vertically integrated
gas pressure. The continuity and momentum equations for
an inviscid, perfectly conducting, Ñuid can now be written
as
L&
Lt
] 1
-
L
L-
(-&u)] 1
-2
L
Lr
(&j)\ 0 ; (5)
Lu
Lt
] u Lu
L-
] j
-2
Lu
Lr
[ j2
-3\ [
1
&
L
L-
(#%
g
)[ v LV
L-
; (6)
Lj
Lt
] u Lj
L-
] j
-2
Lj
Lr
\ [ 1
&
L
Lr
(#%
g
)[ v LV
Lr
; (7)
where the gravitational potential, V is given by PoissonÏs
integral,
V(-, r, t)\ [ G
Q
dt
]
P
0
= &(r, t, t)r dr
[r2 ]-2[ 2r- cos (t[ r)]1@2 . (8)
2.2. Axisymmetric Equilibrium State
We adopt an axisymmetric SID as a reference state,
which has the following equilibrium properties :
&0\
#a2
2nvG-
(1] D2) ,
)4
j0
-2\
#1@2a
-
D ,
i 4
A2)
-
dj0
d-
B1@2 \ J2 #1@2a
-
D . (9)
In the above, D is a dimensionless constant characterizing
the level of rotation ; ) and i are, respectively, the circular
and epicyclic frequencies ; and we have assumed that #
is a constant. This is a valid assumption in the axisym-
metric equilibrium state because o g
A
o\ o dV0/d- o\
i.e., g \ 1. With this result,#a2(1 ] D2)/v-\ 2nG&0,
# \ j2] 3
j2] 1 (10)
is constant when j is constant. In what follows, we assume
for simplicity that # remains a constant even in the pres-
ence of perturbations in and &. For practical applica-g
Ations, little is gained by taking a more sophisticated
treatment of the magnetic enhancement of the gaseous
contribution.
2.3. Perturbations Periodic in Angle and T ime
On dimensional grounds, a SID does not support true
normal modes with a time dependence proportional to eiut,
except for the special case of zero-frequency modes, u\ 0
(see also Lynden-Bell & Lemos 1993). The zero-frequency
modes are generally interpreted either as bifurcation points
(the start of a nonaxisymmetric sequence of equilibria) or as
points of marginal stability (crossover points in normal-
mode behavior from solutions that decay as a function of
time to those that grow in time, probably as power laws
since oscillatory and exponential behaviors are not
allowed). The situation is more ambiguous for singular con-
Ðgurations because the homogeneous boundary conditions
usually attached to a normal-modes approach (to assure
that waves are not fed in from the boundaries) are more
difficult to apply because of the singularities there.
To make the situation clear, we develop the formalism as
if disturbances could have dependences Peiut and provide
the physical interpretations later (see below), both for the
limit u] 0 and for the case We shall Ðnd that spiraluD 0.
density waves, emitted from one boundary of the system
(origin or inÐnity) and propagating indeÐnitely long toward
the other, can be ampliÐed en route (by overreÑection) if a
corotation circle exists across which waves of opposite signs
of angular momentum (and energy) densities can interact
(see Shu 1992, chap. 12). The criterion for the existence of a
corotation circle in an unbounded SID is simply that the
pattern speed be positive, i.e., that the wave)
p
4 u/m
rotates in a prograde sense relative to the (di†erential) rota-
tion of the disk. In what follows, whenever we discuss spiral
disturbances, we adopt the usual convention of choosing m
to be a positive integer. Prograde spiral waves then corre-
spond to positive values of u ; retrograde spiral waves to
negative values of u.
If we perturb the disk with a small nonaxisymmetric dis-
turbance (which we denote with a subscript 1), and linearize
the Ñuid equations (5), (6), (7), and (8) about a basic state
that is axisymmetric (and denoted by the subscript 0), we
get
L&1
Lt
] 1
-
L
L-
(-&0 u1) ] )
L&1
Lr
] &0
-2
Lj1
Lr
\ 0 , (11)
Lu1
Lt
] ) Lu1
Lr
[ 2) j1
-
\ [ L
L-
A
#a2 &1
&0
] vV1
B
, (12)
Lj1
Lt
] - i2
2)
u1] )
Lj1
Lr
\ [ L
Lr
A
#a2 &1
&0
] vV1
B
, (13)
V1(-, r, t) \ [ G
Q
dt
]
P
0
= &1(r, t, t)r dr
[r2 ]-2[ 2r- cos (t[ r)]1@2 . (14)
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We look for solutions sinusoidal in t and r of the form
(after taking the real part)
&1\ S(-)ei(ut~mr) ,
u1\ U(-)ei(ut~mr) ,
j1\ J(-)ei(ut~mr) ,
V1\ V (-)ei(ut~mr) . (15)
Substitution of the above expressions into equations (11),
(12), (13), and (14) yields
i(u[ m))S ] 1
-
d
d-
(-&0U)[ im&0
J
-2\ 0 , (16)
i(u[ m))U [ 2) J
-
\ [ d'
d-
where
'4 #a2 S
&0
] vV , (17)
i(u[ m))J ] - i2
2)
U \ im' , (18)
V (-)\ [ G
Q
ds
P
0
= S(r) cos (ms)r dr
[r2] -2 [ 2r- cos s]1@2 . (19)
We use equations (17) and (18) to eliminate U and J in
favor of ' :
U \ i
(u[ m))2[ i2
C
[2) m
-
] (u[ m)) d
d-
D
' , (20)
J
-
\ 1
(u[ m))2[ i2
C
(u[ m)) m
-
[ i2
2)
d
d-
D
' . (21)
The substitution of the above expressions for U and J/-
into equation (16) now yields a second-order integro-
di†erential equation Ðrst written down without approx-
imation by Lin & Lau (1979) :
(u[ m))S ] 1
-
d
d-
]
G -&0
(u[ m))2[ i2
C
[2) m
-
] (u[ m)) d
d-
D
'
H
[ m&0
-[(u[ m))2[ i2]
C
(u[ m)) m
-
[ i2
2)
d
d-
D
'\ 0 .
(22)
3. ALIGNED DISTURBANCES
We examine the SID for zero-frequency normal modes by
substituting the basic equilibrium state (eq. [9]), setting
u\ 0 and separating out a common factor of m. With these
substitutions and a little algebra, equation (22) becomes
m
C
[S ] 1
D2(m2[ 2)
Am2
-
[ 2 d
d-
[ - d2
d-2
B
]
A
-S ] 1 ] D2
2nG
V
BD
\ 0 . (23)
Equation (23) is to be solved simultaneously with equation
(19).
The m\ 0 root associated with equation (23) has the
following interpretation. With u and m equal to zero, equa-
tions (16) and (18) are satisÐed if U \ 0. The rest of the
solution then takes the form V \S \ K1/-, J \ K2-,where the ratios of the constants, andK3 ln -, K2/K1with small but otherwise arbitrary, are chosenK3/K1, K1so that equations (17) and (19) can be satisÐed. But such a
““ solution ÏÏ represents a mere rescaling of one axisymmetric
equilibrium to a neighboring axisymmetric equilibrium,
which is an allowable but uninteresting perturbation.
Henceforth, we focus on the interesting part of equation
(23).
The formulation given above is based on an Eulerian
description. An alternative formulation for treating linear-
ized perturbations is to consider Lagrangian displacements
of Ñuid elements from their unperturbed positions Ar1 r0.picturesque way to describe the collective e†ect of all such
perturbations is to envisage Ñuid elements displaced from
circular orbits to noncircular trajectories that possess
m-fold angular symmetry (see, e.g., Kalnajs 1973). When the
positions of the maximum inward and outward excursions
of Ñuid elements at di†erent equilibrium radii line up in-0azimuth, we call such disturbances aligned. When they
su†er a systematic shift in angle from one radial position to
the next, we call such disturbances unaligned or spiral.
In power-law disks, it is clearly interesting to consider
aligned perturbations that have the same power-law depen-
dences as the equilibrium state. Such disturbances then
have no radial oscillations, and they cannot plausibly be
regarded to propagate in the radial direction. Indeed, it is
the lack of such propagation that allows the disturbances to
be scale-free in the same way that the equilibrium is scale-
free. In contrast, spiral disturbances do propagate radially
(Toomre 1969). As Syer & Tremaine (1996) were the Ðrst to
comment, the need for such spiral disturbances to conserve
wave angular-momentum and wave energy as they propa-
gate (Shu 1970 ; Goldreich & Tremaine 1979) implies that
they cannot generally have the same self-similarity as their
power-law equilibrium states (see also Lee & Goodman
1999 and below).
The above discussion informs us that self-similar aligned
(nonspiral) perturbations in a SID must take the form
-S(-) \ const, and V (-) \ [ 2nG
om o
-S \ const . (24)
The second of the relations in equation (24) is required so
that we satisfy PoissonÏs equation (19) (see proof in forth-
coming Paper II).
The substitution of equation (24) into equation (23) now
yields the condition for marginal stability as
[1 ] m2
D2(m2[ 2)
C
1 [ 1
om o
(1] D2)
D
\ 0 . (25)
This equation may be rearranged and factored into the
requirement
( om o[ 1)[D2( om o] 2)[ om o ]\ 0 , (26)
which can be satisÐed for any D2 if om o\ 1, and which
demands
D2\ om o
om o] 2 for om oº 2 . (27)
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3.1. Di†erences between Aligned and Spiral Instabilities
In Paper II (forthcoming), we shall rederive the condi-
tions of equation (27) by other means, and we shall demon-
strate that they correspond to the onset of bifurcations of
axisymmetric SIDs to nonaxisymmetrical SIDs that are
more centrally condensed when the rotation rate D is sys-
tematically raised to ever higher values. In ° 5, we Ðnd that
the conditions for the onset of such aligned bifurcations are
uniformly less stringent than for the onset of swing-
ampliÐcation of their spiral counterparts for the same value
of om o (see Table 1). For example, barlike deformations
with m\ 2 in equation (27) can occur once (i.e.,D2º 12once the square of the rotational velocity exceeds half of the
square of the magnetosonic speed). This condition is slightly
less stringent than the requirement D2º 0.5368 for the
ampliÐcation of spirals with m\ 2 arms, which is the most
unstable of all small-amplitude spiral waves propagating in
an axisymmetric SID (see °° 4 and 5).
Even more surprisingly, aligned eccentric m\ 1 displace-
ments can occur that are not a trivial translation of the
entire disk for any value of D2º 0. Zang (1976) and
Toomre (1977) worried, in a time-dependent spiral context,
that such m\ 1 perturbations, which move the center of the
disk with respect to its surroundings, would cause a
growing displacement of the center of mass of the system
and might therefore be spurious artifacts of the analytical
method. We believe that this is not the case since angular
momentum can be radiated to inÐnity in an unbounded
SID. In any case, we have no doubts that aligned eccentric
displacements are possible alternative states of equilibria for
extended SIDs that bypass the question of whether or not
such states can be reached by continuous evolution in time
from an initially axisymmetric state (see Paper II,
forthcoming).
The instability mechanisms for aligned and spiral insta-
bilities are fundamentally di†erent. Aligned deformations
occur, if there is a dynamic or dissipative route to tap the
energy di†erence, because it is energetically favorable for
a rapidly enough rotating system to become non-
axisymmetric, rather than remain axisymmetric, by pulling
some of the material closer to the origin at the expense of
sticking some of it farther outÈthe combination is needed
to conserve total angular momentum. Wave propagation
plays no role in this analysis. In contrast, wave propagation
plays a crucial role in spiral instabilitiesÈin particular, in
considerations of wave ampliÐcation across the corotation
circle (see ° 5).
The above comments make clear that the homology or
truly scale-free transformations belong to a fundamentally
di†erent class of disturbances than do spiral modes.
TABLE 1
CRITICAL VALUE OF D2 FOR
ALIGNED AND SPIRAL
DISTURBANCES
om o Aligned Spiral
1 . . . . . . . . 0.0000 0.7560
2 . . . . . . . . 0.5000 0.5368
3 . . . . . . . . 0.6000 0.6180
4 . . . . . . . . 0.6667 0.6776
5 . . . . . . . . 0.7143 0.7217
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
O . . . . . . 1.0000 1.0000
(Toomre [1981] expresses a variant of this point of view
when he speculates that ““ edge modes ÏÏ may be analogs of
the bifurcation of Maclaurin spheroids to Jacobi ellipsoids.)
Among other qualities, the aligned disturbances possess rig-
orous extensions to the Ðnite-amplitude regime (Paper II,
forthcoming). Just as (1885) and Liapunov (1905)Poincare
thought incompressible ellipsoidal Ðgures of equilibrium
appropriate candidates for Ðssioning via pear-shaped equi-
libria into binary stars (see also Jeans 1928), so it is a worth-
while speculation that nonaxisymmetric, magnetized,
compressible, and perhaps truncated SIDs might prove to
be promising candidates for fragmentation into binary and
multiple star systems. The Ðssion hypothesis foundered on
numerical simulations of compressible bodies (e.g., Durisen
et al. 1986) that showed transport of mass and angular
momentum via bars and spiral density waves stabilized
unstable conÐgurations before they could Ðssion. The same
fate might befall the nonaxisymmetric SIDs, as is suggested
by the work of Laughlin & Bodenheimer (1994), but an ace
in the hole, rapid magnetic Ñux loss, may yet save the day
(see Paper III, forthcoming).
3.2. Secular Barlike Instability
In galactic dynamics, Ostriker & Peebles (1973 ; see also
Hohl 1971 ; Miller 1971 ; Kalnajs 1972) postulated the exis-
tence of massive dark halos to suppress strong m\ 2
barlike instabilities relative to spiral instabilities. In star-
forming clouds, one does not have such freedom, and one
has to contend with the real existence and threat of secular
instabilities posed by nonaxisymmetric aligned dis-
turbances of symmetry m\ 1 and m\ 2. In the case m\ 2,
these modes are analogs of the homologous perturbations
that convert Maclaurin spheroids to Jacobi or Dedekind
ellipsoids, etc. (see Chandrasekhar 1969). (The pattern speed
of Dedekind ellipsoids is zero, so they are the better
analogy.)
The criterion for (secular and dynamic) barlike instability
is often expressed in terms of the ratio of the kinetic energy
of rotation T to the absolute value of the gravitational
potential energy W (cf. Ostriker & Peebles 1973). This is
difficult to do for an unbounded SID since both quantities
are formally inÐnite and a limit process is needed. We begin
by redeÐning W so that it equals the gravitational work
integral for -¹ R, which is equal to the usual gravitational
potential energy in the scalar virial theorem if there is no
matter outside R. To obtain the scalar virial theorem in the
present case, we multiply the radial force-balance equation
of the equilibrium state,
[&0-)2 \ [
d
d-
(#%
g
) [ v&0
dV0
d-
, (28)
by 2n-2 d- and integrate from 0 to R. An integration in
parts of the pressure term and a little algebra then yields
2(T] #U) ] vW\ 2nR2#%
g
(R) , (29)
where
T4
P
0
R12&0(-))22n- d- ,
U4
P
0
R%
g
2n- d- ,
W4 [
P
0
R
-&0
dV0
d-
2n- d- . (30)
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To derive equation (29), we have assumed that in-2%
g
] 0
the limit -] 0, which is valid for a SID. Notice also that
the thermal energy U is obtained as the integral of rather%
gthan because a thin disk e†ectively has only two(3/2)%
gtranslational degrees of freedom rather than three. The
surface term on the right-hand side of equation (29) makes a
nonvanishing contribution PR for an inÐnite SID where
for - larger than R.%
g
\ a2&0P 1/-We use equation (9) to compute the various integrals as
T\#2a4D2(1] D2)
2vG
R ,
U\#a4(1] D2)
vG
R ,
W\ [ #2a4(1] D2)2
v2G R . (31)
Substitution of equation (31) into the scalar virial theorem,
with the surface term evaluated as 2nR2#%
g
(R)\ [#2a4
(1] D2)/vG]R, shows that equation (29) is satisÐed identi-
cally, as it must be. The ratio T/ o vW o , where vW is the
equivalent gravitational-work integral including the e†ects
of magnetic tension, can now be calculated as the simple
expression
T
v oW o
\ D2
2(1 ] D2) . (32)
Notice that T/v oW o attains the naively expected ratio in12the limit that the disk becomes rotationally supported,
D2] O, because pressure terms in the virial theorem, in the
interior or at the surface, become unimportant in this limit.
For the critical value for barlike bifurcation in anD2\ 12,inÐnite SID, which is somewhatT/v oW o\ 16 \ 0.1667,larger than other estimates extant in the literature for
secular instability to barlike perturbations in unmagnetized
conÐgurations (e.g., Ostriker & Peebles 1973 ; Hunter 1977 ;
Bardeen et al. 1977). We believe that this discrepancy arises
because, in some crude sense, the gravitational work inte-
gral over Ðnite R underestimates (in absolute value) the
self-gravitational energy of that region plus the potential
energy of matter inside that region caused by the gravity of
the matter outside that region. In any case, the discrepancy
is slight for most applications of astronomical importance.
In °° 5.7 and 7, we will argue that D2\ 0.5368 deÐnes
the onset of a dynamical barred-spiral instability in an
appropriately modiÐed SID. Such a value corresponds
to T/v oW o\ 0.1743, which is coincidentally close to the
secular value 0.1667.
4. SPIRAL DENSITY WAVES
To examine the properties of spiral density waves with
zero pattern speed, we follow Syer & Tremaine (1996) and
Lynden-Bell & Lemos (1993) and note that equations (19)
and (23) allow scale-free solutions of the form
S(-)\ s-~3@2eia ln – , V (-)\ v-~1@2eia ln – , (33)
with s, v, a equal to constants. The substitution of equation
(33) into equation (19) yields
v\ [2nGN
m
(a)s , where N
m
(a)4 K(a, m) , (34)
with K(a, m) being the function even in m and a being
deÐned by Table 1 of Kalnajs (1971) and shown for m\ 0È2
in Figure 1. Kalnajs (1971) also has derived a recursion
relation for Ðxed a that is useful for numerical computa-
tions,
N
m`1(a)Nm(a) \ [(m] 12)2] a2]~1 . (35)
Thus, for a \ 0, 0.913893, 0.486320, . . . ,N
m
(a) \ 4.376879,
when m\ 0, 1, 2, . . . . For large m or large a, N
m
(a)B
(m2] a2)~1@2 ; indeed, this asymptotic approximation is
accurate to better than 3% for all a and m once om oº 2. To
this level of accuracy, we may extend the validity of the
formula down to even om o\ 1 by using
N
m
(a) B (m2] a2] 14)~1@2 . (36)
The substitution of equation (33) into equation (23) now
yields for the curve of marginal stability, either m\ 0
(transformations to neighboring equilibria) or
[1 ] 1
D2(m2[ 2)
A
m2] a2] 1
4
B
] [1[ (1] D2)N
m
(a)]\ 0 , (37)
which indicates that the disk will support discrete non-
rotating logarithmic spirals that depend on the number of
arms m and the circular speed D. A remarkable cancellation
of terms proportional to ia is seemingly needed to obtain
equation (37), which is even in a and m. This cancellation is
readily understood when one recalls that the antispiral
theorem (Lynden-Bell & Ostriker 1967) guarantees the
complete equivalence of leading and trailing spirals
(positive and negative values of a) when there is no time-
dependence in the problem (associated, for example, with
corotation resonances or with wave growth or damping).
Equation (37) may be written in the physically more sug-
gestive form,
m2D2\ 2D2] (m2] a2] 14)
[ (1] D2)(m2 ] a2] 14)Nm(a) , (38)
which may be advantageously compared with the standard
WKBJ relationship for spiral density waves (Lin & Shu
1966, 1968) :
(u[ m))2\ i2] k2#a2[ 2nvG o k o&0 . (39)
We recognize the coefficients in equation (38) as the dimen-
sionless form of those in equation (39), when u is set equal
to zero and the substitution of equation (9) is made in the
latter. The analogy is completed by utilizing the approx-
imation of equation (36) in equation (38) and identifying the
e†ective wavenumber k as
k \ a
e
-~1 where o a
e
o4 (m2] a2] 14)1@2 . (40)
Since in the simplest form of the WKBJ approximation, k is
taken to be the radial wavenumber a/-, we refer to the
identiÐcation in equation (40) as the extended WKBJ
approximation.
If we want to attribute a fraction (1 [ F) of the gravity in
the equilibrium state to an axisymmetric dark halo that is
unresponsive to spiral perturbations, we should replace the
term (1 ] D2) that appears in equations (9) and (38), and
everywhere else it appears below, by F(1] D2). We call
disks partial SIDs if 0 \ F\ 1, in contrast with full SIDs
for which F\ 1. Regarded as an equation for o a o , given
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FIG. 1.ÈPlot of the Kalnajs function K(a, m) as a function of the dimensionless radial wavenumber a in a logarithmic spiral for m\ 0È2. The4N
m
(a)
quantity m/a is the tangent of the angle of the m-armed spiral pattern with respect to the circular direction ; i.e., large values of o a o correspond to tightly
wound spirals.
and u, the dispersion relation in equation (39)mD 0
applied to a partial SID can yield two meaningful solutions
for o a o , corresponding to long and short spiral waves, in
circumstances where the full SID would only have one solu-
tion (short spiral waves, which can then be leading or trail-
ing depending on the sign of a). An extreme example is
SaturnÏs rings (with a near-Keplerian rotation curve, main-
tained mostly by the planet), where the dominant density
waves of interest are long waves, not short ones (see Gold-
reich & Tremaine 1978 ; Shu 1984). In situations where both
long and short spiral waves can be presentÈwhich include
protoplanetary disksÈthe variety of wave-wave inter-
actions that can take place is richer than those discussed in
° 5 (see Adams, Ruden, & Shu 1989 ; Shu et al. 1990).
By analogy with the usual physical interpretation for the
WKBJ dispersion relationship, we regard the exact equa-
tion (38) to yield the required value of D2 to marginally
stabilize a disturbance of given dimensionless and real
radial wavenumber a. The interpretation in terms of
growing normal modes turns out to be straightforward only
in the case m\ 0 (see below) ; for ““ marginalmD 0,
stability ÏÏ really means whether propagating spiral density
waves can be swing-ampliÐed (see ° 5). With this under-
standing, the ““ curve of marginal stability ÏÏ becomes
D2 \ (m2] a2]
14)[Nm(a)[ 1]
2 [ m2[ (m2] a2] 14)Nm(a)
. (41)
4.1. Axisymmetric Instability
Consider Ðrst the noncontroversial case of axisymmetric
instability (Toomre 1964 ; see also Schmitz 1986, 1988, 1990 ;
Lemos, Kalnajs, & Lynden-Bell 1991). For m\ 0, D2 as
given by equation (41) starts o† at 0.9320 at o a o\ 0, and it
declines to zero for o a o\ 1.120 [where There isN0(a)\ 1].then a gap in o a o where no positive value for D2 can be
found before a second branch of the curve of marginal sta-
bility starts at o a o\ 1.759 [where with(a2] 14)N0(a)\ 2]D2 appearing at ] O. This second branch reaches a
minimum at o a o\ 3.056 where D2\ 5.410 before D2 starts
increasing again roughly linearly with o a o at large o a o .
These curves of marginal stability are shown in Figure 2.
For comparison, we note that the e†ective Toomre Q
parameter for our problem reads
Q4
#1@2ai
nvG&0
\ 2J2 D
1 ] D2 , (42)
and Q equals 1.413 when D2\ 0.9320, and it equals 1.026
when D2\ 5.410. For a full SID, notice that Q has a
maximum value of at D\ 1, and that Q falls to unity onJ2
either side of this maximum at or atD\ J2 ^ 1,
D2\ 0.1716 and D2\ 5.828.
The physical interpretation of the curves of marginal sta-
bility is as follows. On the Ðrst branch of the D2 versus o a o
curve, the SID is unstable to axisymmetric collapse for
D2\ 0.9320 (Q\ 1.413) for the range of wavenumbers o a o
between the intersection of the line D2\ const correspond-
ing to the equilibrium model and the curve. (For an explicit
calculation of this collapse in the special case D\ 0, see Li
& Shu 1997.) Above the curve, with D2[ 0.9320, the SID
rotates too fast to be unstable with respect to axisymmetric
collapse for any value of the logarithmically sinusoidal
wavenumber a. In particular, stable ““ breathing modes ÏÏ are
possible at a \ 0 for D2[ 0.9320 (see Lemos et al. 1991 for
the general criteria in the case of power-law disks).
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FIG. 2.ÈCurves of marginal stability for axisymmetric (ringlike) disturbances in a SID
The SID does not remain axisymmetrically stable,
however, for arbitrarily higher rotation rates oD o . When
D2 exceeds 5.410, intersections of horizontal lines of
D2\ const can occur with the second branch of the curve
of marginal stability. For D2[ 5.410 (Q\ 1.026), the SID
becomes unstable to ringlike fragmentation for the range of
wavenumbers a that lie between the two points of intersec-
tion between the horizontal line and the second branch of
the marginal-stability curve. Notice that ToomreÏs approx-
imate criterion, Q\ 1 for axisymmetric instability, yields a
more accurate estimate for fragmentation, Q\ 1.026, than
it does for collapse, Q\ 1.413, because the required range
of o a o is larger in the former case than in the latter and,
therefore, more closely satisÐes the formal requirement
o a o? 1 needed for the WKBJ asymptotic analysis to apply.
4.2. Spiral Perturbations
Consider next the case when Setting u\ 0 andmD 0.
adopting the spiral waveform of equation (33) has no simple
interpretation in terms of some limit of a growing spiral
disturbance that also propagates since the principle of
exchange of stabilities (u going from real to imaginary
through zero) does not apply to nonaxisymmetric insta-
bilities. Nevertheless, there is a sense (to be deÐned below) in
which we may regard equation (37) as yielding the curves of
marginal stability for the cases m\ 1, 2, 3, . . . .
The locus of marginal stability can also be computed
approximately by applying the extended WKBJ approx-
imation recommended in equations (36) and (40) to equa-
tion (41). This yields
D2B o ae o ( o ae o[ 1)
o a
e
o] m2[ 2 . (43)
Figure 3 shows that the approximation is very good
for mº 2. The accurate criterion implies that the SID
can support one-armed zero-frequency spirals when
D2[ 0.7560, before it becomes stable to axisymmetric col-
lapse, D2[ 0.9320, and before it becomes unstable to ring-
like fragmentation, D2[ 5.410. Similarly, for m\ 2, we Ðnd
that the SID can support two-armed spirals when
D2[ 0.5368, corresponding to a critical Q\ 1.348. The
critical value that D2 must exceed for various aligned and
spiral instabilities is summarized in Table 1. For D2 margin-
ally above the critical value 0.5368, the full SID is less hospi-
table for spirals with The reversal of sign in theom oD 2.
term m2[ 2 P m2)2[ i2 that measures the frequency dis-
tance from Lindblad resonance implies that it becomes pro-
gressively harder for the disk to respond in phase with its
own spiral-wave forcing when om o exceeds 2. However, the
full SID can be unstable to many spiral instabilities even
when it is stable to axisymmetric ones (of the density-wave
type). This conclusion also holds in nonÈscale-free disks,
where wave feedback plus wave ampliÐcation across the
corotation circle can give globally unstable spiral modes.
But there, if we are dealing with stellar disks rather than
gaseous ones, wave absorption at inner Lindblad reso-
nances often e†ectively suppresses such feedback and
ampliÐcation loops for om o\ 3, 4, 5, . . . .
In a gaseous disk, Figure 3 shows that om o\ 2 dis-
turbances require the smallest value of D2 to suppress zero-
frequency spirals with a B 0. Indeed, when D2\ 0.5386, the
full SID cannot support zero-frequency spiral waves of any
m or a. As we shall see in ° 5, it can still support non-
logarithmic spiral waves of nonzero wave frequency u in
the outer disk, but the condition D2\ 0.5386 in a full SID
leads to the stabilization of all such waves against overre-
Ñection near the corotation circle. More generally, we may
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FIG. 3.ÈSelf-consistency curves for nonrotating spiral disturbances of m\ 1È4 in a SID. Solid lines show the relationship between dimensionless squared
rotation-rate D2 and dimensionless radial wavenumber a for a logarithmic spiral obtained with the exact equation (41) ; dashed lines show the same
relationship obtained with the approximate equation (43). For mº 2, these curves are indistinguishable at the resolution of the plot.
state that for ampliÐcation of m-armed spiral disturbances
to be possible, D2 must exceed the critical value obtained by
setting a equal to zero on the right-hand side of equation
(41). This criterion for swing ampliÐcation is identical to the
one that Goodman & Evans (1999, eq. [76]) independently
obtain for the onset of instability in their conceptually and
technically di†erent treatment of normal modes in a SID.
5. WAVE AMPLIFICATION ACROSS THE COROTATION
RADIUS
The introduction of a spiral disturbance rotating with a
pattern speed u/m deÐnes a length scale, given by a corota-
tion radius (CR), into the problem. For u real and positive,
we can simplify the analysis by deÐning a renormalized
radial coordinate m by
m 4 u-/D#1@2a . (44)
With this deÐnition, corotation occurs at m \ m, if we also
adopt the usual convention that mº 0. The outer and inner
Lindblad resonances (OLR and ILR) occur at
m \ L
B
, where L
B
\ m^ J2 . (45)
OLRs exist for any mº 1, but ILRs exist inside the disk
only for mº 2. For later reference, we notice the WKBJ
Q-barriers begin and end at
(m [ m)2
2
\ 1 [ 1
Q2 , i.e., m \ L B< * , (46)
where
*4 J2
C
1 [
A
1 [ 1
Q2
B1@2D
º 0 for Qº 1 . (47)
However, the location of the inner edge of the Q-barrier
generally is not calculated accurately by the simple WKBJ
theory (the extended version, with deÐned in eq. [40],o a
e
o
does better). For that purpose, the criterion in equation (41)
is the preferred method for assessing the existence of propa-
gating density waves (see below).
With the introduction of the above notation and the
adoption of the equilibrium state (full SID) given by equa-
tion (9), equations (22) and (19) become
D2(m [ m)S ] d
dm
G 1
[(m [ m)2[ 2]
C
[2m] m(m [ m) d
dm
D
] [mS ] (1] D2)W ]
H
[ m
[(m [ m)2[ 2]
C
(m [ m) m
m
[ d
dm
D
] [mS ] (1] D2)W ]\ 0 , (48)
W (m) \ [ 1
2n
Q
cos (mt)dt
]
P
0
= S(g)g dg
(g2] m2 [ 2mg cos t)1@2 . (49)
Notice that the recurring term [(m [ m)2[ 2] above factors
into (m [ L
`
)(m [ L ~).
5.1. Governing Equations for Swing AmpliÐcation in a
Full SID
At this point, we introduce the variables
X(m) 4 mS(m), Y (m) \ mS(m) ] (1] D2)W (m) , (50)
and rewrite equations (48) and (49) as coupled integro-
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di†erential equations :
m2 d2Y
dm2 ] m(2[D)
dY
dm
]
A 2mD
m [ m[ m2
B
Y
] D2[(m [ m)2[ 2]X \ 0 , (51)
Y (m)\ X(m) [ (1] D2)
2n
Q
cos (mt)dt
]
P
0
= X(g)dg
(g2] m2[ 2mg cos t)1@2 . (52)
In the above equations, we have denoted
D4
d ln [(m [ m)2[ 2]
d ln m
\ 2m(m [ m)
[(m [ m)2[ 2] (53)
when we carry out the indicated di†erentiation.
The term 2mD/(m [ m) in equation (51) gives what is
known as the corotation resonance. In our problem, the
corotation point does not appear explicitly in the form of a
resonant denominator because the coefficient D is itself pro-
portional to the combination m [ m. In other words, the
term that Lin & Lau (1979) denote as is identically equalB
sto zero, or, in the terminologies of Papaloizou & Lin (1989)
or Goodman & Evans (1999), the vortensity or potential
vorticity, has zero gradient in our model disk. For given X,
however, m \ 0, and are regular singular points ofL
`
, L ~the ordinary di†erential equation (51) for Y .
5.2. Asymptotic Forms
For m > m, DB [2mm/(m2[ 2) can be ignored in equa-
tion (51), whereas equation (52) has the approximate scale-
free solution near the origin :
X B c
B
m~1@2eBi@a@ ln m,
Y \ [1[ (1] D2)N
m
(a)]X , (54)
with the constant o a o to be determined and are arbi-c
Btrary complex constants in the linearized theory. Substitut-
ion of the above into the dominant terms in equation (51)
yields the requirement for m near zero :
[(m2] a2 ] 14)[1 [ (1] D2)Nm(a)]
] D2[m2 [ 2]\ 0 . (55)
This equation is equivalent to the criterion in equation (37),
except that we now identify o a o to be the required eigen-
value for given D2 and nonzero u. That such an o a o exists is
guaranteed if D2 was originally chosen so that equation (37)
has a solution for some real a.
For m ? m, DB 2 and the dominant terms in equation
(51) read
m2
Cd2Y
dm2 ] D2X
D
\ 0 ; (56)
whereas equation (52) has the approximate solution
Y B X . (57)
Far beyond the OLR, spiral density waves in a gaseous disk
have negligible self-gravity and become essentially sound
waves with the solution (the extra D comes from deÐning m
in eq. [44] in terms of the rotation speed instead of the
sound speed)
Y B X B C
B
eBiDm , (58)
where are again arbitrary complex constants.C
B
The solution for the scaled gravitational potential reads
(1] D2)W \ Y [ X
B
C
B
m
exp
G
^ iD
C
m ]
A1 ] D2
2D
[ m
B
ln m
DH
, (59)
where are complex constants.C
B
5.3. Formulation of OverreÑection Problem
The wave-ampliÐcation problem can now be formulated
as follows. If we restrict the analysis to full SIDs, the disper-
sion relation in equation (37) supports only a single, short-
wavelength branch. We look for solutions that correspond
to a single spiral wave (either leading or trailing) in the
region near the origin that is asymptotically far from the
corotation radius :
X \ c
`
m~1@2e`i@a@ ln m or X \ c~ m~1@2e~i@a@ ln m .
(60)
The or solution will attach to a solution in thec
`
c~asymptotic region outside the CR that consists of a super-
position of leading and trailing spiral components, andC
`C~.The solution (corresponding to a trailing spiral inte-c~rior to the corotation radius) has a simple interpretation in
terms of swing ampliÐcation (see Toomre 1981) : a leading
spiral emitted from inÐnity exterior to the corotationC
`radius impinges on the corotation region and transmits a
single trailing wave interior to corotation (after tunnel-c~ing through the Q-barrier), in the process it overreÑects to a
trailing spiral wave propagating back to inÐnity awayC~from corotation. The overreÑection factor (in wave energy
or angular momentum) is deÐned by the ratio oC~ o2/ oC` o2.As a shorthand notation, we denote the physical process as
and the mathematical procedure for ÐndingC
`
] C~, c~this solution as c~ :C`, C~.The other solution has no such simple inter-c
`
:C
`
, C~pretation. The outer-cavity waves and might rep-C
`
C~resent emitted and reÑected disturbances, but the (short)
leading wave propagates toward CR, not away from it.c
`Therefore, cannot be interpreted as a transmitted wave.c
`However, we may take a linear combination of the two
elementary solutions, and N timesc
`
:C
`
`, C~` c~ :C~`, C~~to cancel out the traveling wave C
`
\C
`
`] NC~`4 0
exterior to CR. The last equation deÐnes the needed
complex number The combination thatN \ [C
`
`/C~`.
gives rise to a single trailing wave exterior to CR (i.e., with
and then has an equallyC
`
\ 0 C~\ C~`] NC~~D 0)simple interpretation : A leading spiral isc
`
] c~, C~. c`emitted from the origin and travels toward CR. At the Q-
barrier, overreÑects into a trailing spiral wave (withc
`
c~the overreÑection factor equal to that propa-o c~ o2/ o c` o2)gates back toward the origin, in the process transmitting, by
tunneling under the Q-barrier, a single trailing wave C~that radiates to inÐnity.
5.4. Numerical Procedure
Our numerical procedure for Ðnding solutions is a
variant of the matrix technique that has been repeatedly
applied to equation (22) (see, e.g., Pannatoni 1979 ; Adams,
Ruden, & Shu 1989 ; or Laughlin 1994). In the present
implementation, the integrodi†erential governing equations
(51) and (52) are cast in Ðnite-di†erence form on a n \ 1024
point logarithmically spaced grid extending from min\0.0005 to The Poisson kernels in equation (52)mout\ 40.0.
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are integrated from to using an iterative quadraturemin moutscheme. Divergences at the disk edges are avoided by using
a squared softening length, d2\ 0.0001, in the denominator
of equation (52). The governing equations are then
expressed as a homogeneous matrix equation, with the coef-
Ðcient matrix being full of elements because the Poisson
operator connects all grid points to each other.
The second-order nature of the ordinary di†erential
equation (23) means that we are free to specify one complex
amplitude at each boundary. At the inner boundary, we set
X \ 30 ] 0i (multiplication by a complex constant of unit
modulus merely rotates the pattern through a Ðxed angle),
and at the outer boundary we get two linearly independent
solutions by setting in turn X \ 1 ] 0i and X \ 0 ] 1i.
With the boundary conditions at the edges incorporated,
we have an inhomogeneous 1022 point matrix equation,
which can be inverted to solve for the eigenvector itself
[discretized values of X(m)]. Once the two linearly indepen-
dent solutions are found, we are free to superimpose them in
the manner previously discussed to obtain physically inter-
pretable solutions. In particular, our ultimate choice of
radiation boundary conditions for the output end implies
that we operationally have wave absorbers for the transmit-
ted wave.
We Ðnd that the grid truncation and gravity softening
modify the values of a and D required to Ðt the asymptotic
solutions in equations (54) and (58), which are valid as
ln m ] <O. In practice, then, we measure the ““ observed ÏÏ
value D@ in the outer cavity by taking
D@\ 2n
m2 max [ m1 max
, (61)
where and are the radial locations of successivem2 max m1 maxwave crests of the outer asymptotic solution. Alternately, D@
can be measured by Fourier analyzing the waveform in the
outer cavity.
If we sample the numerically obtained solution vector at
two points, and in the outer cavity, and assume thatm1 m2the waveform is given by then we haveX B C
B
eBiD{m,
X1(m1)\ C` eiD
{m1 ] C~ e~iD
{m1 , (62)
X2(m2)\ C` eiD
{m2 ] C~ e~iD
{m2 , (63)
which can be solved for the complex constants AnC
B
.
exactly similar analysis yields the value of a@ and the
complex constants required to match the asymptoticc
Bwaveform obtained by the matrix method in the interior
cavity
m1@2X \ c
B
eBi@a{@ ln m . (64)
After the Ðrst linearly independent numerical solution
has been Ðtted to the asymptotic form in the inner and outer
cavities of the disk, we then Ðt the second numerical solu-
tion. This allows us to combine the solutions to give a single
trailing wave exterior to corotation. The inner asymptotic
region of the combined solution can then be analyzed by the
method described above to determine the overreÑection
factor associated with the corotation point.
5.5. Numerical Results
In Figure 4, we plot m\ 2 solutions obtained with
boundary values and for D\ 0.75,X(min)\ 30 X(mout)\ i1.05, 1.35, and 1.65. These solutions approach the asymp-
totic behavior predicted by equations (54) in the inner
region and (58) in the outer region. As D approaches the
minimum value for supportingD\ J0.5368\ 0.7327
zero-frequency 2-armed spirals, the wavelength in the inner
cavity becomes inÐnite. A physical interpretation is provid-
ed in the next subsection. The result is that a leading wave
propagating inward from large radii reÑects o† the corota-
tion radius without transmitting a signal across the Q-
barrier. As D becomes larger, transmission across the
Q-barrier becomes increasingly easy, and overreÑection
becomes large. By D\ 1.65, it is difficult to discern the
evanescent character of the disturbance within the Q-
barrier.
Figure 5 shows the overreÑection factors obtained from
the pure inner cavity process plotted as ac
`
] c~, C~,function of the rotation speed D. Because of the disk trunca-
tion and gravity softening, our asymptotic solutions are not
perfect, and it is not possible to obtain a perfect trailing
spiral in the exterior cavity. This is especially true for disks
that have powerful corotation ampliÐers that generate large
overreÑection factors. In Figure 5, we plot overreÑection
factors obtained with two di†erent choices of the Ðtting
points and This gives a better idea of both the errorm1 m2.intrinsic to the measurement procedure as well as the actual
trend of results. Our inability to obtain high numerical
accuracy for the overreÑection factor in Figure 5 is related
to similar computational problems experienced by
Goodman & Evans (1999, Fig. 3) in estimating the related
ratio of growth rate to pattern speed in a normal-modes
treatment of the SID.
FIG. 4.ÈNumerical solutions (expressed as m1@2X for clarity) to the
coupled integrodi†erential equations (51) and (52), for m\ 2, and ( from top
to bottom) D\ 0.75, 1.05, 1.35, and 1.65. The corotation radius (located at
m \ 2.0) is indicated by short-dashed vertical lines. The locations of the
Q-barriers, as computed by the approximate equations (46) and (47), sur-
rounding the corotation radius are shown as vertical lines composed of
longer dashes. Re (m1@2X) is plotted as a solid curve, whereas Im (m1@2X) is
plotted with a dashed curve.
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FIG. 5.ÈOverreÑection factors as a function of the dimensionless rotational speed D. Circles and triangles correspond to separate estimates of the
overreÑection factor, as described in the text. Squares give the results from wave packet simulations of the type described in ° 7. These simulations cannot be
performed for low values of D without exciting the axisymmetric collapse instability.
5.6. Physical Interpretation
To obtain a physical interpretation of our results, we
appeal to the concepts of the propagation of wave energy
and angular momentum at the group velocity of spiral
density waves in the modal approach (see, e.g., Bertin et al.
1989). These concepts are rigorously derivable only in the
asymptotic approximation for tightly wound spirals (see,
e.g., Toomre 1969 ; Shu 1970 ; Dewar 1972 ; Lynden-Bell &
Kalnajs 1972 ; Goldreich & Tremaine 1979). The coupling
of short leading and short trailing spiral waves near the
corotation circle is too nonadiabatic a process to be quanti-
tatively amenable to a WKBJ-like analysis since, in the
swing mechanism, they involve fairly abrupt changes in the
signs of wavenumbers that are large in magnitude. Never-
theless, the phenomenon of overreÑection depends qualit-
atively only on the physically plausible notions of
conservation of wave energy and angular momentum in the
presence of tunneling, transmission, and reÑection. The
essential point is that spiral density waves of either leading
or trailing type carry negative energy and angular momen-
tum interior to corotation and positive energy and angular
momentum exterior to corotation. When a leading spiral
wave is incident on the corotation circle from either side of
it, therefore, this leading spiral must overreÑect into a trail-
ing spiral wave if transmission of a trailing spiral occurs to
the other side of corotation (see Fig. 12.4 of Shu 1992).
Corotation occurs where )(-)\ u/m, i.e., at a radius
-\ mD#1@2a/u, which is Ðnite if u/m[ 0, and which is
inÐnite if u/m\ 0. In a disk where ) approaches inÐnity as
a negative power of - when -] 0 (e.g., a SID where
)P -~1), every density wave appears as if it e†ectively had
a corotation circle at inÐnity, i.e., a pattern speed u/m,
which is essentially inÐnitesimal in comparison with the
matter frequency ). Thus, for given D and m, all density
waves that propagate close to the center of the disk look as
though they have a corotation circle at inÐnity, i.e., a wave
frequency u that is essentially zero, even if it is not actually
zero. Power-law disks thus have the interesting property of
acting as notch Ðlters to select a single, dimensionless wave-
number a for the propagation of spiral waves of given m and
any frequency u near the origin.
Consider now the overreÑection of waves propagating
inward in the outer cavity toward the corotation circle. (The
““ reciprocity theorem ÏÏ of the next section demonstrates an
equivalent result for waves launched from the inner cavity.)
Tunneling must occur to accomplish a transmission of
waves across the corotation circle if that circle is straddled
by a Q-barrier. The larger the Q-barrier, the weaker the
tunneling, and the weaker, then, is the corresponding over-
reÑection. At some stage, the Q-barrier extends right to the
origin, and no waves can tunnel to the inner cavity from the
outer cavity. The accurate criterion for when this happens is
obtained by setting a \ 0 in the exact equation (41) and not
by setting the location of the inner edge of the Q-barrier at
the origin, from the approximate equa-m \ L ~ ] *\ 0,tions (46) and (47). When the wavenumber a goes to zero,
spiral density waves are evanescent, and tunneling and
wave transmission to the interior ceases. Without tunneling
and wave transmission, there is no overreÑection. Without
the wave ampliÐcation provided by overreÑection, no
pattern of standing waves (normal modes) can grow secu-
larly in time. In other words, the system will have no linear
instabilities if we replace continuous propagation in a
medium that is inÐnite in ln m, toward both positive and
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negative values, with reÑecting boundary conditions some-
where in the system (an easy circumstance to realize in rea-
listic disks).
Section 4 showed that zero-frequency spiral waves of all
m are evanescent if D2 falls below the critical value, 0.5368,
where a goes to zero for om o\ 2. We have argued above
that the ampliÐcation of spiral disturbances depends solely
on whether they can transmit (and therefore overreÑect)
waves across corotation, ultimately to reach the origin. The
self-similar nature of a power-law disk implies that the over-
reÑection factor for given disk properties (e.g., for given D
above the critical value in a SID) is independent of the
numerical value of the wave frequency u of the input steady
wavetrain. Thus, the calculations of ° 5.5 did not need to
specify a speciÐc choice for u as long as it is greater than
zero. These results form the physical basis of the ““ surprising
conclusion ÏÏ reached by Lynden-Bell & Lemos (1993) that a
continuum of disturbances become unstable simultaneously
in their analysis of this problem.
It should be clear from our discussion that the self-
similarity of disturbances of given m and arbitrary u (once
we renormalize the distance in terms of our m variable) does
not hold for disks that are not of a power-law type. The
more generally valid statement is that the stability of any
disk against spiral disturbances the growth of which
depends on swing ampliÐcation can be found by analyzing
the transmission and tunneling properties of such dis-
turbances across corotation. This statement is in agreement
with the viewpoint expressed by Bertin et al. (1989).
5.7. Dynamical Barred-Spiral Instability
The form taken by modal eigenfunctions at the onset of
spiral instability in modiÐed or unmodiÐed SIDs deserves
note. As described by equation (54), near the origin, the
perturbation surface density must be a superposition of
S(-)P -~3@2 sin (a ln -) (65)
and its linearly independent counterpart
S(-)P -~3@2 cos (a ln -) . (66)
For no linear combination of equations (65) or (66)a D 0,
can produce a perturbation surface density S(-) in the limit
-] 0 that is equally or less divergent than the unperturbed
surface density This breakdown of pertur-&0(-)P-~1.bation theory is cured in the analyses of Zang (1976) and
Evans & Read (1998) by cutting out the central regions of
the disk. However, for a SID at the margin of stability
against spiral modes, a ] 0 as -] 0 (see ° 5.2). In this case,
equation (65) represents the correct superposition of trailing
and leading spirals, with a precisely deÐned phase relation-
ship (90¡) between the two upon ““ reÑection ÏÏ from the
origin. In the double limit of marginally stable, non-
axisymmetric, ““ breathing modes,ÏÏ where a ] 0 before
-] 0, S(-) is then well-behaved, vanishing at the origin
even without introducing any cut-outs (cf. Goodman &
Evans 1999). To be sure, when D2 exceeds the critical value
0.5368, such disks need to be modiÐed appropriately in their
central regions if growing m\ 2 disturbances are to remain
well behaved at small -. In the numerical simulations of ° 7
(see also Fig. 10), we give an explicit example of a growing
mode that is barlike at small - and spiral-like at large -.
For these reasons, we refer to this dynamically growing
normal mode as a ““ barred-spiral instability.ÏÏ The word
association with barred spiral galaxies is deliberate (see Shu
1992, chap. 12).
We propose therefore that D2\ 0.5368 signals the onset
of dynamical barred-spiral instabilities in appropriately
modiÐed but full SIDs and that the growths of these barred
spirals are achieved by the same swing-ampliÐcation
mechanism we have identiÐed for ordinary-spiral insta-
bilities. In this picture, barred spiral galaxies and ordinary
spiral galaxies owe their morphological di†erences pri-
marily to how density waves behave as they propagate
toward the central bulges and nuclei of disk galaxies. We
identify strongly barred spirals with inner feedback at the
““ breathing mode limit ÏÏ of swing-ampliÐed m\ 2 spiral
disturbances. This identiÐcation introduces a near-
correspondence between the numerical criteria for secular
and dynamical barlike distortions in compressible, di†eren-
tially rotating, self-gravitating disks that has been noticed in
many N-body simulations (cf. Ostriker & Peebles 1973).
According to this analysis, the similarity between
D2\ 0.5000 and D2\ 0.5368 for the two criteria of
““ barlike ÏÏ instability in a full SID is largely a coincidence
since the secular and dynamical modes possess completely
di†erent mechanisms of disturbance growth (see ° 3.1) : The
secular bars or oval distortions arise from bifurcations of
neighboring equilibria while the dynamical barred spirals
arise from the limiting behavior of spiral disturbances at the
centers of galaxies.
6. A RECIPROCITY THEOREM
In this section, we wish to show that for given D (or given
Q), the overreÑection factor for the inner cavity process,
is the same as for the outer cavity process,c
`
] c~, C~, For purposes of normalization, we adopt theC
`
] C~, c~.convention that the inner wave amplitudes in the pro-
cedures, and are unity,c
`
: C
`
`, C~` c~ : C~`, C~~, o c0` o\The overreÑection factor for the outer cavityo c~0 o\ 1.process is as described above but in a slightlyC
`
] C~, c~augmented notation,
R~\ oC~~ o2
oC~` o2 . (67)
The inner cavity process has inner cavityc
`
] c~, C~amplitudes, o c
`
o\ o c0` o\ 1, o c~ o\ oNc~0 o\ oN o\Thus, the overreÑection factor for the inneroC
`
` o / oC~` o .
cavity process is
R`\ o c~ o2
o c
`
o2\
oC
`
` o2
oC~` o2 . (68)
Comparing the expressions for R~ and R`, we see that the
only di†erence is the numerators, and ButoC~~ o2 oC`` o2.is the amplitude of the trailing-wave response in theoC~~ oouter cavity to a unit amplitude trailing wave in the inner
cavity, whereas is the amplitude of the leading-waveoC
`
` o
response in the outer cavity to a unit amplitude leading
wave in the inner cavity. The time-steady responses are
invariant to time reversal. Time reversal changes the sign of
the Ñow velocity without changing the perturbation density
pattern that the Ñow produces (as required by the antispiral
theorem of Lynden-Bell & Ostriker 1967) ; thus, time
reversal changes leading spirals into trailing spirals of the
same amplitudes, and the second situation becomes the
same as the Ðrst. In particular, it requires i.e.,oC
`
` o\ oC~~ o ,
R`\R~.
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The foregoing line of reasoning is quite general and does
not rely on any property peculiar to a SID. Our conclusion
follows mathematically by noting that the coefficients of
equations (19) and (22) are real when u is real. Thus, if S and
' are solutions of equations (19) and (22), then so are their
complex conjugates, S* and '* ; but complex conjugation
transforms leading spirals into trailing ones, and vice versa.
This requires oC
`
` o\ oC~~ o .The reciprocity relation applies to any disk for which we
can identify ““ initial ÏÏ and ““ Ðnal ÏÏ states for the wave-wave
interaction process. The name ““ reciprocity theorem ÏÏ is
inspired by quantum mechanics, in which a similar sym-
metry is proved for forward and backward scattering ampli-
tudes (see, e.g., Baym 1973). The main di†erence between
spiral-wave scattering and quantum scattering is the possi-
bility for overreÑection in the former ; spiral waves allow the
existence of states of both positive and negative densities of
wave energy and angular momentum. OverreÑection is for-
bidden in quantum mechanics if we rule out states with
negative probability density.
The reciprocity theorem can be used to strike a compro-
mise between the long-standing di†erence in interpretation
of the cause of spiral structure in disk galaxies. In the modal
hypothesis (Bertin et al. 1989), spiral structure is viewed as
being primarily an internal instability phenomenon; in the
swing-ampliÐcation hypothesis (Toomre 1981), spiral struc-
ture is thought to stem primarily from tidal interactions.
The reciprocity theorem demonstrates that if a disk is suffi-
ciently responsive as to swing-amplify outer-cavity dis-
turbances created by a passing galaxy to a dramatic spiral
pattern, then the target disk has access to the same swing
ampliÐcation mechanisms for the growth of inner-cavity
normal modes, and vice versa.
The validity of the spiral-wave reciprocity theorem
depends on the absence of true resonances. In the presence
of true resonances, it is necessary to adopt the Landau pro-
cedure of letting become real in the limit ofu4u
R
] iu
Ivanishingly small growth rate For example, suchu
I
] 0 [ .
a procedure shows that corotation resonances (if the gra-
dient of the vorticity divided by surface density4 vor-
tensity does not vanish at corotation) can act as emitters or
absorbers of waves. Gas that moves slightly faster or slower
than the wave on one side or the other can transfer energy
and angular momentum to or from the wave (see Goldreich
& Tremaine 1979).
In the WKBJ approximation, Goldreich & Tremaine
(1979) show that, unlike a stellar dynamical disk (Shu 1970 ;
Mark 1971), there are no such secular e†ects in gas dynami-
cal disks associated with the Lindblad resonances. Thus,
when u is real and the gradient of the vortensity vanishes,
our numerical treatment can simply avoid putting the Lind-
blad resonances at a grid point, a procedure that is essen-
tially tantamount to taking only the principal value when
integrating over the pole contributions, or(m [ L
`
)~1
that are the factors of the term D deÐned by(m[ L ~)~1,equation (53). Provided the Goldreich and Tremaine
analysis holds, the principal-value treatment captures all of
the physics of our problem (because a simple pole gives
canceling positive and negative contributions as one crosses
it).
Feedback at the inner edge or origin is a way to convert
inwardly propagating into outwardly propagatingc~ c` ;feedback at an outer edge is a way to convert outwardly
propagating into inwardly propagating If only oneC~ C`.
type of reÑection occurs, we have three-wave modal
schemes (two waves on the side of the reÑecting boundary ;
one wave on the side that acts as if it has radiation or
absorption boundary conditions). In stellar dynamical
disks, the latter can be justiÐed on the basis of wave absorp-
tion at Lindblad resonances. In gas dynamical disks, they
might be justiÐed on the basis of dissipative e†ects that arise
when waves reach nonlinear amplitudes. If both sides of
corotation have reÑecting boundary conditions, then we
have to consider four-wave modal processes. In all cases,
the ““ quantum condition ÏÏ associated with reÑecting the
waves into the corotation region with the proper phase as
to give coherent reinforcement of the original waves yields a
discrete selection for the allowable eigenvalues of u. The
disk can support disturbances with a continuum of values of
u, and such disturbances will all be excited in some general
initial-value process, but only the discrete normal modes, the
traveling-wave components of which coherently reinforce
each other, will grow in time.
7. TIME-DEPENDENT WAVE PACKETS
As the Ðnal study of this paper, we complement the
steady wavetrain analysis by examining the time-dependent
fate of various spiral wave packets in the disk. This
approach, which gives a very pictorial depiction of the pro-
cesses of wave propagation, tunneling and transmission,
and overreÑection, was introduced by Toomre (1969) in his
investigation of the group velocity of spiral density waves.
Our simulations of wave packet propagation use the
V2D.f hydrodynamics code (Laughlin 1994), which adopts a
second-order van Leer advection scheme to integrate equa-
tions (5), (6), and (7), and a fast Fourier transform (FFT)
algorithm (see Binney & Tremaine 1987) to solve for the
gravitational potential. The simulations reported here have
been done with 256 logarithmically spaced radial zones and
64 equally spaced azimuthal zones.
The computational grid covers 3 orders of magnitude in
radial dynamic range, such that the m coordinate, deÐned
for a wave frequency u centered on those found in the
packet, varies from an inner radius of m \ 0.02 to an outer
radius of m \ 20.0. Because of softening introduced by the
FFT gravity solver, and the Ðnite radial range of the disk, it
is necessary to introduce an extra radial force, toFextproduce force balance in an unperturbed disk model speci-
Ðed by equation (9). In Figure 6, we plot the radial forces
over the radial extent of the disk. At radii interior to
m B 0.1, is quite large and will thus compromise theFextvalidity of the asymptotic solutions near the inner grid edge.
Throughout most of the disk, is small in comparison toFextthe other forces. The dashed vertical lines show the loca-
tions of the Lindblad resonances and the corotation radius
for m\ 2.
As a Ðrst example, we trace the evolution of an m\ 0
wave packet in a D\ 1.6 disk. The time evolution of the
packet is shown in Figure 7. As expected, the group velocity
causes the packet to split apart and propagate toward the
edges of the disk. The waves reach the inner edge at approx-
imately t \ 6.0, and are fully reÑected by t \ 9.0, explicitly
demonstrating the point made by Goodman & Evans
(1999).
In the following simulations, we employ a sponge bound-
ary condition designed to minimize reÑection of wave
energy at the inner radius of the disk. For grid cells interior
to m \ 0.1, we gradually enforce an admixture of the equi-
FIG. 6.ÈDistribution of the centrifugal, pressure, self-gravitational, and ““ external ÏÏ forces for the equilibrium hydrodynamical model when D\ 1.6. The
artiÐcial external term is needed to restore radial force balance because of the disk truncation and gravity softening introduced in the numerical treatment.
Small circles show forces obtained with 128 radial grid points. Solid lines connect the model obtained with 256 radial grid points. The dotted vertical lines
show the ILR, CR, and OLR for subsequent perturbation simulations.
FIG. 7.ÈPropagation of a stable m\ 0 disturbance in a D\ 1.6 disk. Departures from the equilibrium surface density proÐle are plotted at equally
spaced intervals in time. The dashed line marks the peak of the initial disturbance.
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librium solution given by equation (9). At the inner edge of
the disk, the Ñuid retains its initial equilibrium conÐgu-
ration.
Figure 8 shows the evolution of a wave packet of dimen-
sionless wavelength 0.48 in a disk with D\ 3.0. As shown
by the graph of u2, which is superimposed in solid lines on
Figure 8, the dispersion relation (eq. [39]) predicts that dis-
turbances of wavelength 0.48 should be unstable in the
region between andlog10 (m)\ [0.75 log10 (m)\ [0.25.The time evolution of the packet in Figure 8 shows that this
is indeed the case.
Wave-packet simulations can also be used to study the
overreÑection of propagating spirals. For example, to
obtain a graphical depiction of the process,C
`
] C~, c~we apply a transient potential perturbation (shutting it o†
after t \ t0\ 10./D),
V1ext(m, r, t) \ 0.025 V0(m)e~(m~m0)
2@h2
] sin (nt/t0)ei(Dm`ut~mr) , (69)
to the disk. This perturbation produces a leading spiral
wave packet that has a radial wavelength appropriate to the
asymptotic outer cavity for the pattern speed u/m. The fate
of such a packet (with m\ 2, h \ 2.7, and ism0\ 7.7)shown in Figure 9, the Ðve panels of which cover two full
pattern revolutions for a D\ 1.6 disk. The evolutionary
trend is from bottom to top. The panels on the left show the
real and imaginary components of the two-armed dis-
turbance in the disk (scaled by m3@2). The panels on the right
show the spiral pattern within the radius m \ 10.0. The
strength of the spiral at a particular radius is indicated by
the size of the dots.
The earliest Ðgure in the time sequence shows the dis-
turbance in the disk soon after the potential perturbation
has ended. The leading spiral propagates inward in the
prograde sense. In addition, the initial perturbation also
generates an outward propagating, retrograde leading
spiral. In subsequent frames, one can trace the development
of the inwardly propagating spiral as it undergoes overre-
Ñection o† the corotation radius.
The steady wavetrain analysis indicates that the overre-
Ñection factor for this D\ 1.6 disk should be roughly 10.
To measure the overreÑection factor for the wave packet in
the simulation, we have charted the m\ 2 Fourier ampli-
tude at the radius m \ 3.16 in the disk.(log10 m \ 0.5)Figure 10 plots the m\ 2 Fourier amplitude at m \ 3.16
versus ““ radial wavenumber ÏÏ a/m 4 mdr/dm measured
along a locus of constant spiral phase, as the simulation
progresses. At t \ 44.75, the amplitude of the inbound
leading wave reaches a maximum of 0.05. Soon thereafter,
the leading spiral swings into a trailing spiral. At t \ 96, the
peak of the outgoing wave packet crosses m \ 3.16 with
amplitude 0.17. The overreÑection factor is thus (0.17/
0.05)2\ 11.6, which is similar to the value obtained with
the matrix method.
The dispersive properties of wave packets complicate the
measurement of the overreÑection factors of the individual
wavetrains that superimpose to make a wave packet. In a
SID, all prograde spiral wavetrains of a given m have the
FIG. 8.ÈGrowth of an unstable ringlike perturbation in a D\ 3.0 (Q\ 0.8485) disk. The solid curve shows the square of the wave frequency, u2,
evaluated from the WKBJ dispersion relation in equation (39) for an axisymmetric wave of the properties shown at t \ 0.00. Asymptotic theory predicts that
the disturbance should grow exponentially with time where u2 falls below zero ( solid horizontal line) and propagate as an oscillatory disturbance where u2
rises above zero. Both expectations are borne out by the sequence of curves delineated by small open circles showing the simulation disturbance at equally
spaced intervals in time.
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FIG. 9.ÈModerate overreÑection of an initially leading-spiral wave
packet in a D\ 1.6 disk.
same overreÑection factors, so a power-spectrum analysis
(which we did not carry out) should be insensitive to this
complication. A simple amplitude analysis of the type pre-
sented could su†er from chance constructive or destructive
interference.
Another complication also enters in our time-dependent
simulations. At later times an m\ 2 barred-spiral mode is
growing, and the measured radial wavenumber formally
approaches zero. Added to the experience of many other
numerical simulations in the literature, this result suggests
that the introduction of length scales (here, by the numerical
procedure) may allow dynamically unstable barred-spiral
modes to develop in appropriately modiÐed SIDs that
rotate rapidly enough, even though only the secularly
unstable aligned disturbances belonging to a di†erent
family are revealed by a linearized perturbation analysis of
the unmodiÐed SID. In particular, despite the fact that the
present simulations adopt ““ sponge boundary conditions ÏÏ
to soak up inwardly propagating trailing-spiral waves, the
absorption is imperfect since equation (65) implies that van-
ishing perturbations as -] 0 constitute the correct super-
position of leading and trailing spirals of zero wavenumber
a. Thus, some reÑection into leading spirals occurs near the
origin, establishing the resonant cavity needed for a rapidly
growing mode that is barlike in the central regions and
spiral-like in the outer regions (see circular inset of Fig. 10).
(Unfortunately, we are unable to study by the present simu-
lation techniques the behavior of the dynamical barred-
spiral mode in disks closer to the putative margin of
stability, D2\ 0.5368, because such full SIDs are violently
FIG. 10.ÈWave amplitude vs. radial wavenumber a/m 4 mdr/dm as measured by a loci of constant spiral phase during a D\ 1.6 spiral wave-packet
simulation with m\ 2. Because the disk is also unstable to an aligned m\ 2 oval distortion, at late times, t D 160, the simulation is dominated not by the
overreÑection of the input spiral waves but by a growing barlike structure. The structure of the dynamical bar instability, together with the spiral arms that it
forces, is shown in the circular inset.
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FIG. 11.ÈSlight overreÑection of an initially leading, two-armed,
spiral-wave packet in a D\ 1.0 disk.
unstable to axisymmetric collapse ; see also the caption to
Fig. 5.)
Figure 11 illustrates the overreÑection process for a
D\ 1.0 disk. In this case, the overreÑection factor
(measured at m \ 5.0) is 0.89, as compared with a value of
1.05 predicted by the steady wavetrain analysis. A summary
of the overreÑection factors found by such wave packet
simulations is given in Figure 5 (squares).
8. DISCUSSION
The simplicity inherent in self-similar disks of power-law
form has allowed us in this paper to obtain a unifying view
of much of the work done on spiral density waves over the
last 35 years. From this perspective, we see that, contrary to
the general perception, there is no phenomenon revealed by
exact global analysis that cannot be understood, at least
qualitatively, by the judicious application of WKBJ theory.
To be sure, the quantitative calculation of overreÑection
factors (or growth rates in a normal-mode analysis) is diffi-
cult to achieve using standard asymptotic methods when
swing ampliÐcation underlies the wave growth because the
swing interaction across corotation of short leading and
short trailing waves does not involve the adiabatic evolu-
tion of one waveform to another. Nevertheless, the WKBJ
concepts of group propagation, localization of wave energy
and angular momentum of opposite signs, and barrier tun-
neling are all extremely helpfulÈperhaps indispensableÈto
a physical understanding of the important wave dynamics.
We hope that our proof of the reciprocity theorem in ° 6
will also have a salutary liberating e†ect on the Ðeld. The
long-standing controversy over whether spiral structure in
disk galaxies is created by internal modal instabilities or by
external forcing will perhaps now be approached with
greater equanimity. The reciprocity theorem states that if
one outlook is possible, the other necessarily also has valid-
ity. Galaxies capable of swing amplifying external dis-
turbances into dramatic spiral structures necessarily have
access to the same growth mechanisms for internal spiral
modes, and vice versa. Which process is dominant in any
given case will depend on the important details of the
problem: on the availability of massive companions orbit-
ing appropriately with respect to the target galaxy and the
existence of internal reÑecting boundaries that can establish
a resonant cavity with an ampliÐer at the corotation circle.
In all likelihood, as C. C. Lin has emphasized for many
years, there is a coexistence of the two principal mecha-
nisms that produce the beautiful structures that astron-
omers observe in the universe of spiral galaxies.
Similarly, we hope that we have made plausible the spe-
culation that barred-spiral structure is simply a limiting
example of ordinary-spiral structure and that both types of
normal modes use the same basic mechanism for dis-
turbance growth : swing ampliÐcation by overreÑection
across the corotation circle. Thus, supporters of the position
that spiral arms in galaxies can be driven by central bars
have no logical reason to object any longer to the opinion
that ordinary spirals can also owe their grand designs to
modal instability.
We have also shown that the aligned bifurcations dis-
covered in scale-free disks by Syer & Tremaine (1996),
associated with m\ 1 eccentric displacements, m\ 2 oval
distortions, etc., are of a fundamentally di†erent character
than the spiral disturbances (barred and ordinary). First,
the zero-frequency aligned disturbances at Ðnite amplitude
(discussed in Paper II, forthcoming) represent adjacent
equilibria of small energy separations (except for m\ 1) and
with a constant or nearly constant ratio of circulation to
enclosed mass, which are likely to be accessed by starting
conditions that are axisymmetric only in the presence of
unconsidered dissipative mechanisms (most promisingly in
the star formation context, ambipolar di†usion or turbulent
dissipation). Since dissipative processes are believed to be
responsible for molecular cloud-core formation, there exists
motivation to consider the possibility that the pivotal start-
ing states for dynamical collapse calculations might be non-
axisymmetric rather than axisymmetric. Numerically, a
dimensionless square of the rotation rate D2\ 0.5386 suf-
Ðces to suppress overreÑection of spiral density waves of all
m and u in a full SID. But m\ 2 oval distortions can be
present until D2 becomes less than 0.5000, and m\ 1 eccen-
tric displacements can occur at all values of D2º 0. Molec-
ular cloud cores commonly rotate slower than DD 0.7
times their magnetosonic speed, so they are dynamically
stable against spiral disturbances of any om oº 1 and secu-
larly stable against aligned perturbations with om oº 2, but
they are not secularly stable against aligned om o\ 1 eccen-
tric displacements. Moreover, magnetized gaseous conÐgu-
rations di†er from unmagnetized ones in that the former
can be fairly Ñattened even if they are slowly rotating. If
such Ñattened objects resemble singular isothermal disks,
like the pivotal states to which theories of ambipolar di†u-
sion show them to evolve (Nakano 1979 ; Lizano & Shu
1989 ; Basu & Mouschovias 1994 ; Li & Shu 1996), then the
centers of such cores might prefer to become eccentrically
displaced with respect to the ambient material. Perhaps this
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phenomenon explains why young stellar objects, such as
protostars and T Tauri stars, are rarely, if ever, found at the
centers of the surrounding isodensity contours of molecular
matter (P. Myers, 1998, private communication).
Bifurcations of axisymmetric, rotating, self-gravitating
conÐgurations into nonaxisymmetric forms appeared Ðrst
in the classic studies of incompressible ellipsoidal Ðgures of
equilibrium (see Jeans 1928 ; Chandrasekhar 1969 ; Tassoul
1978). Many studies have shown that similar bifurcations
do not occur in uniformly rotating gaseous conÐgurations
of sufficient central concentration (e.g., polytropes ; see
James 1964), although they can arise in compressible equi-
libria that are sufficiently di†erentially rotating (e.g.,
Ostriker & Mark 1968 ; Bodenheimer & Ostriker 1973).
However, until the pioneering work of Syer & Tremaine
(1996), there have been few actual constructions of self-
consistent states of nonaxisymmetric, self-gravitating, com-
pressible, di†erentially rotating, equilibria. In Paper II
(forthcoming), we amend this deÐciency in the case of
(magnetized) singular isothermal disks by giving a simple
systematic technique for Ðnding such equilibrium states for
any realizable amplitude of inviscid distortion and for any
m-fold azimuthal symmetry. These two-dimensional results
represent a Ðrst attempt to model pivotal states of molecu-
lar cloud cores that are not postulated to be perfectly
axially symmetric.
Even if molecular cloud cores start out slowly rotating
and axisymmetric when they reach their pivotal states, it is
possible to show that they are likely to lose that axial sym-
metry in the subsequent dynamical collapse. If a slowly
rotating SID collapses isothermally and axisymmetrically,
without any redistribution of speciÐc angular momentum
(equivalent to circulation in an axisymmetric conÐguration)
or magnetic Ñux, then we can easily demonstrate that it will
collapse into a more rapidly rotating SID with the same
values of a, v, and # as enter in equation (9), but with a Ðnal
rotation parameter that is related to the initial (pivotal)D
fone by1D
i
D
f
D
i
\ 1 . (70)
1 From equation (9) we compute that the annulus of radius - and
thickness d- contains mass \ (#a2/vG)(1] D2)d-dM0\ 2n-&0(-)d-and speciÐc angular momentum d-. If the dis-dj0\ d(-2))\ #1@2aDtribution of mass with speciÐc angular momentum is preserved in the
collapse, the quantity remains invariant.dM0/dj0\ (#1@2a/vG)(1 ] D2)/DIn the presence of Ðeld freezing, v and # are conserved, while a remains
constant during isothermal collapse. Thus, we require (1] D
i
2)/D
i
\
which yields either the trivial solution or equation(1] D
f
2)/D
f
, D
f
\ D
i(70).
Thus, an initial cloud core rotating slowly enough, D
i
\
to be secularly stable with respect to all om oº 21/J2,
aligned disturbances and dynamically stable to all om oº 1
spiral perturbations, will be dynamically unstable to
axisymmetric collapse.2 In the absence of any redistribution
of speciÐc angular momentum or magnetic Ñux (e.g., in the
absence of viscous mechanisms that can act on dynamical
timescales), this collapse will result in a starless protostel-
lar disk that is rotating rapidly enough, toD
f
[ J2,
resist further radial contraction but will be dynamically
unstable in turn to inÐnitely many spiral disturbances (see
Table 1). It is this almost inevitable departure from axial
symmetry at some stage of the star formation process that
bodes well theoretically for the prospects of binary- and
multiple-star outcomes. To be sure, even if non-
axisymmetric, self-gravitating conÐgurations are unavoid-
able, it remains to be seen under what conditions such
instabilities will result in gravitational fragmentation into
multiple stellar bodies and under what others will result an
inward transport of mass and an outward transport of
angular momentum that leads to the formation of a single
star plus a planetary system.
At the time of the original submission of this article, the
authors were unaware of the important paper by Goodman
& Evans (1999). Because of the confusion in the literature
concerning the existence and nature of normal modes in
unmodiÐed power-law disks, the referee encouraged us to
try to clarify the conÑicting viewpoints. We have attempted
to do this in the present revision, and we thank the referee
for many penetrating comments that made our job easier.
This work was funded under the auspices of a special NASA
astrophysics theory program which supports a joint Center
for Star Formation Studies at NASA-Ames Research
Center, University of California at Berkeley and at Santa
Cruz. We dedicate this paper to the memory of James
Mark, who pioneered the concept of the spatial overreÑec-
tion of steady wavetrains across corotation.
2 Equation (70) seemingly implies that a SID can collapse axisymmetri-
cally provided its initial D were less than unity, whereas the analysis of ° 4.1
found instability only if were less than The slightD
i
J0.9320\ 0.9654.
disagreement arises because the collapse under inÐnitesimal perturbations
does not occur at once for the entire disk but only for a portion of it at any
time t, from inside-out (see Li & Shu 1997). Only asymptotically in time
t ] O, for a disk with would the entire SID be recreated withD
i
\ 0.9654,
satisfying equation (70).D
f
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